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[image: ]BioMaxâ„¢
Plant-Based Screw Top Jars
On Sale! Enjoy significant savings on our sugarcane BioMaxâ„¢ jars, available for a limited time!
Shop Now
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100% Recycled Plastic Containers 
Now Available! Our popular Chew Can and EcoLite line of containers made from 100% Recycled Plastic.
Shop Now




[image: ]SST Shrink Sleeve Systems
Instantly apply shrink sleeve labels to your pre roll tubes and containers, with no need for a heat gun.
Shop Now




[image: ]Shrink Sleeve Labels
Custom tamper-evident shrink sleeve label design and printing services for pre-roll tubes. No design experience necessary! 
Shop Now




[image: ]EcoLite Tubes
Child-resistant pop top tubes that use up to 50% less plastic than industry standard pre-roll tubes
Shop Now
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Plant-Based  Jars
On Sale! Enjoy significant savings on our sugarcane BioMaxâ„¢ jars, available for a limited time!
Shop Now
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Instantly apply shrink sleeve labels to your pre roll tubes and containers, with no need for a heat gun.
Shop Now




[image: ]Shrink Sleeves
Custom tamper evident shrink sleeve label design and printing services for pre-roll tubes. No design experience necessary!
Shop Now




[image: ]EcoLite Tubes
Child resistant pop top tubes that use up to 50% less plastic than standard pop top tubes.


Shop Now
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Recycled Plastic Containers

Now Available! Our popular Chew Can and EcoLite line of containers made from 100% Recycled Plastic.


Shop Now












Wholesale Packaging, Machines, and Branding.
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Shrink Sleeve Machines
Apply form-fitting, shrink sleeve labels to pre roll tubes and containers quick and easy.
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Pre Roll Tubes
Child-Resistant  containers for joints and blunts of all sizes at unbeatable prices.
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Cartridge Oil Filling Machines
Efficiently dispense precise volumes of oil into cartridges with the push of a button.
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Custom Shrink Sleeves
Custom shrink sleeve label design and printing services for high-quality branding.
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Sale! | Sustainable Packaging
Sustainable containers made from a plant-based material, derived from sugarcane.
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Strain Labels
Pre-printed designs for a selection of popular strains in four tube sizes.
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Threaded Jars
Screw-top vials for customers needing airtight and odor-free protection.
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Flower and Edible Packaging
Child-resistant bottles perfect for packaging everything from flower to candy.
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Concentrate Packaging
Small containers meant to house the stickiest of concentrates, rosins, and wax.
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Tobacco Chew Cans
Wide chew-can style containers used for everything from mints to chewing pouches.
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Vape Cartridge Tubes
Child-resistant tubes sized to fit the most popular types of cartridges and pods.
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Pop Top Bottles
Child-resistant certified bottles and tubes. Squeeze to open!






Every Bottle, Every Purpose.
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EcoLite
Straight-wall squeeze-top tubes made with up to 50% less plastic.
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Screw-Tops
Plastic Screw Top Jars in over one hundred sizes. 
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BioMaxâ„¢
Plant-based screw top jars made from renewable materials.
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Hinged Lids
Flip-lid containers that possess an attached living-hinge.











Most Trusted Packaging Manufacturer
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Friendly Sales Team
Get helped by our experienced reps. We're here to help you all along the way.
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Quality Packaging
We ensure durability, functionality, and visual appeal for your products. 
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Made in USA
Made in USA, our products reflect our commitment to domestic manufacturing.
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Quick Turnaround
With factory-direct speed, you will never wait on out-of-stock middlemen.











Support American-Made Products
Packaging that is proudly made in the USA
All of our packaging is manufactured in the USA, reflecting our dedication to supporting domestic production and ensuring top-quality, reliable solutions for our customers.
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Buy Direct From The Source
Factory-direct packaging for reliability and speed
When you choose our factory-direct approach, you bypass intermediaries, enabling you to enjoy competitive pricing, outstanding quality, and a seamless customer experience directly from the source.
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Our Partners
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Confident, Compliant, CoolJarz.
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Free Local Pickup
Pick up your order for free at our Tustin, California location. Hours: M-F 10am-2pm.
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Recyclable
Containers made from recyclable plastic - including recycled PP and plant-based PE.
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BPA Free
Made from FDA-certified, food-safe, BPA-free, recyclable materials.
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Child Resistant
US 16 CFR 1700.20 Certified, child-resistant, resealable packaging.











Frequently Asked Questions.



What is the minimum order quantity?The minimum order quantity for shrink sleeves is 10,000 sleeves, with a minimum of 1,000 sleeves per SKU.





Do you offer physical samples of my design(s)?We do not offer physical samples of customer designs, but do offer 3D renderings prior to printing.





What type(s) of finishes are available?The standard finish for all shrink sleeves is a clean, glossy look.  A full matte finish or a cold foil layer (metallic finish) can be applied to give your sleeves a unique appearance for an additional cost.





How long will it take to get my Shrink Sleeves?Typical lead time from the approval of final artwork to delivered sleeves is 2-3 weeks.





Can I pay extra to have my order rushed?We do not offer rush processing, but we do offer several different shipping options that can help get your labels to you quicker.





How can I re-order?You can re-order labels by reaching out to our sales team at sales@earthwisepackaging.com.





What forms of payment do you accept?We accept credit card, check, and wire/ACH payments for label orders. Please note that check transit times and wire/ACH processing times may add additional time to the estimated project length.





I need help. Who can I contact?Feel free to reach out to us with questions you might have! Our sales team can be reached via email at sales@earthwisepackaging.com. Weâ€™ll be happy to help you.





Whatâ€™s the difference between the Standard and the Variable Data shrink sleeve?While both options will feature your art and text, the Variable Data shrink sleeves reserve a blank space on the sleeve so you can print variable information right onto the sleeve using our thermal printer system.  The two sleeve options offer all the same options in regard to color and finish, giving you the flexibility to pick the right option for your product!
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    Use left/right arrows to navigate the slideshow or swipe left/right if using a mobile device
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